Total Cold Chain Awareness

One Temperature Solution. Producer-To-Consumer Protection.

Preventing product spoilage has never been easier or more cost effective. From in-pallet food monitoring to retail cooler monitoring, we have you covered. Place and click via tablet or dock computer to start job & have full data transparency from producer to consumer for pennies per day.

REAL-TIME ALERTS
Define contact tree. If an alert happens, people are notified by sensor LED, text, push notification via app or e-mail.

AUTOMATED TRACKING
Remove expensive manual employee temperature logging which is prone to mistakes and not audit friendly.

PLACE & CLICK INSTALL
No tools, external power or wiring. No expensive IoT gateway or additional infrastructure. Up and running in seconds.

GOVERNMENT COMPLIANCE
Make audits painless with full HACCP and FSMA compliance. Instant access to data, reports and corrective action history.

REDUCE INVENTORY SHRINK
Spoilage, premature ripening and product recalls are expensive. Temperature data is your insurance against inventory shrink.

ONE PRODUCT DOES IT ALL
One product can be placed in a pallet, warehouse, vending machine or retail freezer. Manage & control within one system.
Measuring temperature in a retail cooler, warehouse or pallet should not be difficult or expensive. SwarmTemp is the first wireless temperature sensor that is connected to the internet without expensive IoT gateways, on-site servers, PC software or proprietary middleware. SwarmTemp Sensors connect to the SensorSwarm Cloud using free WiFi and/or 3G/4G android devices with SwarmTemp App loaded.

Easy Setup: Set acceptable high / low temperature ranges and temperature durations per FDA guidelines. Assign sensor to a specific food type temperature profile. Create a job. The sensor does the rest, alerting assigned employees or customers of low and high temperature problems wirelessly by text, email, text, push notification and on-sensor LED. Assign corrective action to responsible employees to correct workflow problems, fix equipment failures or increase employee training.

SensorSwarm takes the cost, worry and extra work out of monitoring your most valuable assets; your reputation, inventory and customers. The SwarmTemp sensor is smart, programmable and reusable for up to 5 years. Let us show you how simple and painless cold chain monitoring can be.

Call Us: 1.888.330.1791